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Semileptonic B decay

Semileptonic B-meson decays induced by b→clν transitions play an 

important role for testing the Standard Model at low energy:             

|Vcb| and Lepton Flavor Universality (LFU) 

Lepton flavor universality is violated by only tau lepton mass which 

leads to small phase space and scalar form factors f0(q2) and A0(q2)

SU(2)L gauge symmetry:

light lepton universali5es in kaon, pion and τ decays have been checked 

rSMµe = (gWµ⌫̄/gWe⌫̄)
2 = 1

[Rainer Wanke, KAON 2007; Cris5na Lazzeroni, IoP Nuclear and Par5cle Divisional Conference, 2011]
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R(D) and R(D*)

The lepton flavour universality violation has been announced in R(D) and R(D*)

R(D(⇤)+) =
B(B̄0 ! D(⇤)+⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! D(⇤)+`�⌫̄)

R(D(⇤)0) =
B(B� ! D(⇤)0⌧�⌫̄)

B(B� ! D(⇤)0`�⌫̄)

TheoreFcally clean: dominant uncertainty from LD QCD in form factors is par5ally canceled 

CKM dependence (|Vcb|) is also canceled 

We separately define R(D+) and R(D0) to dis5nguish different QED correc5ons in neutral and charged B decays
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Status of R(D) and R(D*)

D*+

D*+

D*+

D*0,+

D0,+

B̄0
tag ! D⇤+`�⌫̄

D0,+

D*0,+

D*0,+

LHCb can not measure 
D*0 precisely [D*0→D0γ, 
D0π0 (→γγ)] 

3.5σ(CLN) 
 

BGL  parametriza5on 

[HFLAV averages Summer 2018]
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—>  3.8σ deviaFon including all correlaFons <—

[HFLAV averages Summer 2018]
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Related observables

Polarization observables can distinguish between single LQ models

Predicted ranges under 

NEW data (FLD*@Belle)

Sum rule in R(Λc) = Br(Λb→Λcτν)/Br(Λb→Λcℓν)

R(J/Ψ)=Br(Bc→J/Ψτν)/Br(Bc→J/Ψℓν)@LHCb : same-direction deviation (but poorly known form factors)

[Iguro, TK, Omura, Watanabe, Yamamoto ’18]

R(⇤c) = R(⇤c)SM(1.24± 0.06) = 0.41± 0.02|R(D(⇤)) ± 0.01|FF

Recall Bernlochner's talk 

[Belle, 1901.06380]

Recall Blanke's talk 

crosscheck of R(D(*)) anomaly

[Blanke, Crivellin, de Boer, TK, Moscati, Nierste, Nisandzic ’18]

← 50 ab-1

R(⇤c)

R(⇤c)SM
' 0.26

R(D)

R(D)SM
+ 0.74

R(D⇤)

R(D⇤)SM
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No QED correcFons soW-photon correcFons are parFally subtracted 
by PHOTOS MC simulaFon 

[HFLAV averages Summer 2018]
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Long-distance QED corrections

Weak decay 
+ hadroniza5on 

D+ Nuclei

PV
B [O(1)cm]

⌫̄

`

Sum of invisible emissions and loop correc5ons 
gives a total quantum correc5ons 
= Long-distance QED correcFons 

 

Invisible photon energy

 Bremsstrahlung Sov photons
Physics in vacuum

our work → 

◯
external magne5c field 

●
●●

/ ~̇v

Physics in detector

Emi<ed photon energy that corresponds to 
dropped lepton energy

`

(LHCb)

Small bremsstrahlung in μ- and τ- 

-

-

＋
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Several scales in B → Dℓν

Weak scale

bottom scale

scalar QED

QCD scale

W, Z, t (,H)  decoupled

b decoupled

mW

mt

mb

p
mbmc

⇤QCD

E
max

mD

mB

O(100) GeV

⇠ 5 GeV

⇠ 2 GeV

O(100) MeV

O(10) MeV

0.5 MeV

D, τ scales

invisible photon

SM, SMEFT

Weak Hamiltonian

HQET

soft quark decoupled

EW, QED corrections 
are lepton universal

QED correction 
breaks LFU

our work  
↓ 

[Sirlin ’82,  
Atwood, Marciano ’90]

[Bernlochner, Ligeti, Papucci, 
 Robinson ’17]m⌧

me

mµ

O(1),O(↵s),O(⇤QCD/mb,c),

O(⇤2
QCD/m

2
c) [Jung, Straub ’18]
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At large distance (                   ), the QED interactions of the charged scalar mesons are well described 

by the scalar QED.

B D

Form factors  
f+(q2) and f0(q2)

q2 = (p` + p⌫)
2

`�

⌫̄

11

Soft-photon corrections

B̄0

D+

ℓ−

ν̄ℓ

...

...

...

(a)

B−

D0

ℓ−

ν̄ℓ

...

...

(b)

1

B̄0 ! D+`⌫̄ [R(D+)] B� ! D0`⌫̄ [R(D0)]

We dis5nguish 
neutral and 
charged-B modes

µ . ⇤QCD

⇡↵

vrel
Coulomb pole 

BDℓνγ vertex is 
also included

pµM = i@µ
M

! iDµ � Aµ
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Emax is the maximum total energy of undetected soft photons in the rest frame of the B-meson: Emax = 20~30 MeV 

The soft-photon approximation is used for analytic evaluation:   we keep O(ln Emax) and O(E0
max) and drop O(Emax),         

which is valid only l = τ and μ

Real soft emissions = O(ln Emax) + O(E0
max)  

O(ln Emax) terms are resumed: arbitrary number of soft photon emissions 

Finite terms [O(E0
max)] are numerically comparable to O(ln Emax) 

Vertex corrections = O(E0
max) and μ-dependent 

We separate lμ=0 contribution and the other ( l is loop momentum) 

Coulomb pole                exits only in R(D+) case, and we resumed them (Sommerfeld enhancement)

:                       for scalar QED

12

Soft-photon corrections

→ NOTE: the explicit photon cut is NOT set in the semileptonic search but the hard photons do not contribute to                               
                  the fit of data

µ . ⇤QCD

(↵/vrel)

Both of contribu5ons depend on lepton kinema5cs → source of LFU violaFon 
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with

where

Result  [de Boer, TK, Nisandzic, PRL ’18]
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What we did

We obtained an analytic one-loop level QED long-distance correction to Γ(B0,-→D+,0ℓν), Γ(B0,-→D+,0τν)          

as a function of three parameters: Emax and 2 Dalitz variables [　  　                            ] 

We resumed two potentially large contributions:                                                                                     　
　　　            from arbitrary number of soft photon emissions　　　　　　                                                  

　　　       　 from the photon ladder

IR-divergence (mγ→0) cancels between |real emissions|2 and loops (vertex and 
wave-func5on correc5ons) : We have checked analyFcally 

numerically crosschecked with LoopTools and  Package-X 

analy5cally crosschecked with P→PPP QED correc5on (e.g., K→3π) when spin 
dependent terms are dropped

[Hahn, Perez-Victoria ’99; Patel ’15]

[Isidori ‘08]

(pD + p`)
2, (pB � pD)2
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B̄0

D+

ℓ−

ν̄ℓ

...

...

...

(a)

B−

D0

ℓ−

ν̄ℓ

...

...

(b)

1

+3.2%

+πα ~ +2.3%

We find Emax dependence is  
suppressed in τ modes which comes 
from τ non-rela5vis5c velocity
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100MeV < μ < 1GeV
renormaliza5on scale

[de Boer, TK, Nisandzic, PRL ’18]
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Real emissions 
   + lμ=0 contribu5on 
      in the loop

 = μ-independent

leading long distance
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renormaliza5on scale

We conclude that the QED correc5ons to R(D+) and R(D0) are different at 1-1.5%

[de Boer, TK, Nisandzic, PRL ’18]

cf. QCD error ± 1.0 %
cf. Belle II ± 3 %



B0→ 
D+l-ν

ΩB
(Emax=

20MeV)
ΩC FD Fl FDl

HDl
(l=0)

HDl
(l>0)

(μ=200
MeV)

IB-loop 
(μ=200
MeV)

TOTAL

Br(τ) -0.72 3.22 0.26 0.27 -0.65 -0.64 -0.10 -0.10 1.41

Br(μ) -3.14 2.31 0.28 0.73 -3.10 -1.40 1.25 0.24 -2.84

R(D+) 2.50 0.89 -0.02 -0.45 2.52 0.77 -1.33 -0.34 4.38Q
ED

 c
or

re
ct

io
ns

 (%
)

ΩB: log(Emax) contributions from full real emissions
ΩC: Coulomb correction
FD: finite terms [=O(E0max)] of real emission from D+

Fl: finite terms of real emission from ℓ
FDl: finite terms of interference between real emissions from D+ and ℓ
HDl: loop correction between D+ and ℓ

IB-loop: loop correction containing Inner-Bremsstrahlung vertex

B0 → D+l-ν Naive size of QED correc5ons ~ O(α/π) ~ 0.3%

⇡ ↵ log

✓
E2

max

mDmµ

◆
⇡ ↵

⇡

log

2
(1� vrel)

4vrel

⇡ ↵

2⇡
log

2 m⌧

mµ



B-→ 
D0l-ν

ΩB
(Emax=

20MeV)
ΩC FB Fl FBl HBl

(l=0)

HBl
(l>0)

(μ=200
MeV)

IB-loop 
(μ=200
MeV)

TOTAL

Br(τ) -0.22 - 0.23 0.27 -0.53 0.03 -0.09 0.37 0.03

Br(μ) -2.93 - 0.23 0.74 -2.79 0.35 1.11 0.19 -2.98

R(D0) 2.79 - 0.00 -0.46 2.32 -0.31 -1.19 0.18 3.11Q
ED

 c
or
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ct
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ΩB: log(Emax) contributions from full real emissions
ΩC: Coulomb correction
FB: finite terms [=O(E0max)] of real emission from B-

Fl: finite terms of real emission from ℓ
FBl: finite terms of interference between real emissions from B- and ℓ
HBl: loop correction between B- and ℓ

IB-loop: loop correction containing Inner-Bremsstrahlung vertex

B- → D0l-ν Naive size of QED correc5ons ~ O(α/π) ~ 0.3%
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PHOTOS MC simulation 

PHOTOS Monte-Carlo generator can simulate modifications of the kinematic variables induced by       

final-state photon radiations 

PHOTOS is utilized in Belle/BaBar/LHCb for B semileptonic decay search 

For general decay processes, PHOTOS can simulate final-state radiation in the leading-logarithmic 

collinear approximation 

All virtual corrections including Coulomb corrections are not covered in PHOTOS results 

Quantum interference between two real photon emissions are not covered in PHOTOS (< ver. 2.13) 

LHCb analysis does include the interference between two different real photons from different final charged parFcles

Numerical comparison with PHOTOS analysis is required to predict QED correc5ons to 
R(D0,+)SM. Ongoing discussion with a few LHCb colleagues to size up the accuracy of PHOTOS

[Barberio, Eijk, Was, ’91; Barberio, Was, ‘94;  Davidson, Przedzinski, Was ’16]

Belle I analysis
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Missing mass squared analysis

The experiments (Belle/BaBar/LHCb) have not explicitly utilized the photon cut Emax for event 

selections for B semileptonic decay 

The experiments rely on missing mass squared analysis for the event selection

= p2⌫̄ = 0 (ideal)

= Gaussian distribu5on around 0
When single undetectable photon exists,

→ posiFve shiW of the distribuFon

hcos ✓⌫�i ⇠ 0
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Missing mass squared analysis

[Belle, PRD92 (2015)  no.7, 072014 ]

Miss mass squared distribuFons of selected events

data implies slight asymmetry 
of the signal distribu5ons

0.05 0.1 0.2

B(D+μ) -2.8 -1.9 -1.0

B(D0μ) -2.9 -2.3 -1.6

M̂2
miss,�

Q
ED
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or

r. 
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)

R(D) R(D*)

Distort to right
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Conclusions
We analytically evaluated soft-photon corrections to B→Dτν and B→Dμν using the soft-photon approx.  

Soft-photon corrections depend on lepton’s kinematics: mass and velocity and hence can violate lepton 

flavor universality, which is larger than the QCD uncertainty of form factors 

Numerical comparison with PHOTOS analysis is required to predict QED corrections to R(D0,+)SM

Beyond sov-photon approxima5on (electron mode, and missing mass squared analysis 
in 4-body phase space) 

Sov-photon correc5ons to B→D*ℓν [R(D*)] 

Sov-photon correc5ons to exclusive |Vcb|

Outlook


